
HAZARDS OF ONLY CHILD PARENTS

In both childhood and adolescence siblings may serve as a buffer for those experiencing ecological risk, family distress,
living in single-parent.

Detection rate and related factors of behavior problems among children in Wuhan city. Physical punishment
has an immense effect on the body, especially Freud vs. Sieh D. A friend who recently visited me at home
marveled at how much attention I still get from my parents. They are also less optimistic, less conscientious,
and more prone to neuroticism". Bernice Sorensen, in contrast, used qualitative methods in order to elicit
meaning and to discover what only-children themselves understand, feel or sense about their lives that are
lived without siblings. Children whose only siblings are much older than them sometimes report feeling like
an only child. Additionally, due to the absence of siblings, only-children usually miss out on important
opportunities to rehearse some of the more complicated aspects of relationships within a safe environment.
However, the Confluence Model [30] suggests there is an opposing effect from the benefits to the
non-youngest children of tutoring younger siblings, though being tutored does not make up the reduced share
of parental resources. He reassures the reader with a narrative constructed from interviews with researchers
and writers on only children, combined with snippets from the research literature, that this would not be
harmful to child development. Hofstra M. A disadvantage is that it can be harder for an only child to
singlehandedly look after their aging parents. Yes, it can be intense. A second analysis by the authors revealed
that only children, children with only one sibling, and first-borns in general, score higher on tests of verbal
ability than later-borns and children with multiple siblings. In: Wolchik S. Supplementary Files Click here for
additional data file. Ann L. Moreover, as part of traditional Chinese culture, gender discrimination against
girls is still prevalent so that boys may get more attention compared to their sisters [ 19 ]. Korneluk Y.
Research involving teacher ratings of U. Conclusions To our knowledge, this is the first study focusing on the
adolescents with physically ill parents in China. There are some limitations in this study. We like to do things
our own way.


